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	The SAT writing exam consists of 49 multiple-choice questions and an essay. SAT Writing Essentials mirrors the real test with 35 minutes devoted to the questions, followed by 25 minutes for the essay. Incorporating the SAT's most recent changes, these questions emphasize grammar and usage and the most effective way to revise a sentence or passage. The book covers specific strategies for writing a timed essay and includes four different practice writing tests to effectively prepare students for the essay.



	For over 80 years, high school juniors and seniors have faced the SAT

	on their paths to college. During that time, the test has undergone some

	changes. However, the new SAT, offered for the first time in March

	2005, represents the most significant change in the history of the test.

	What does that mean for the more than two million students who take

	the test each year? They’ll miss more of the Saturday on which they

	take it: The old SAT was three hours long, and the new one is almost

	four. Instead of two sections, the test now includes three, and the top

	score is 2,400 instead of 1,600. But of even greater importance are the

	changes within those sections. Let’s look more closely at what today’s

	students will encounter with the new SAT.
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Expression in Speech: Analysis and SynthesisOxford University Press, 2006
"Extremely useful as a guide to anyone working on the interface between emotion in speech and speech synthesis. Tatham and Morton offer a far-sighted perspective to this topic and make explicit many issues the developer of synthesis systems might not think about at all. In this sense the book is also a very good example of how the linguist and...
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Electromagnetics, Microwave Circuit, And Antenna Design for Communications Engineering, Second EditionArtech House Publishers, 2006
This newly revised, authoritative resource is essential reading for professionals looking for a clear, complete overview of basic electromagnetics principles and applications to antenna and microwave circuit design for communications. Among the numerous updates, the second edition features a brand new chapter on the increasingly important topic...
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GitHub EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Unleash the power of collaborative development workflow using GitHub, one step at a time


	About This Book

	
		Effectively use GitHub by learning its key features that leverage the power of Git and make collaboration on code easy to work with.
	
		Be more productive on the development workflow of...
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iOS and OS X Network Programming CookbookPackt Publishing, 2014

	If you want to develop network applications for iOS and OS X, this is one of the few books written specifically for those systems. With over 50 recipes and in-depth explanations, it's an essential guide.


	Overview

	
		Use several Apple and third-party APIs to develop both server and client networked...
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MCAD/MCSE/MCDBA Self-Paced Training Kit: Microsoft SQL Server 2000 Database Design and Implementation, Second Edition (Exam 70-229)Microsoft Press, 2003

	Learn how to deliver powerful database solutions using SQL Server 2000 Enterprise Edition—and prepare for the Microsoft Certified Professional (MCP) exam—with this official Microsoft study guide. Work at your own pace through the lessons and hands-on exercises. And use the special exam-prep section and testing tool to measure what...
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Scattering of Electromagnetic Waves, Numerical SimulationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
Electromagnetic wave scattering is an active, interdisciplinary area of research with myriad practical applications in fields ranging from atomic physics to medical imaging to geoscience and remote sensing. In particular, the subject of wave scattering by random discrete scatterers and rough surfaces presents great theoretical challenges due to the...
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